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            MBA your way
    


                              Tailor our Master of Business Administration to suit your schedule.

                  

              Explore our MBA
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          Find study options to match your interests and learn how to get the most out of your time at UQ.
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          Our research is creating change and making an impact on the world’s biggest challenges.
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          We collaborate locally and globally to drive innovation.
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          We educate and work with outstanding people to build a better future.
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      Find a program

    Find your program
      Browse study areas


    

  

  
    
      
            Looking for a UQ researcher?
    

We have experts across a myriad of disciplines. Explore by name, area of research or project.
Find a researcher
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          Our campuses boast world-class facilities, beautiful outdoor areas, and a range of sporting and cultural amenities.
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          View the steps to apply and get started on your application.
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          Apply for financial support to enrich your time at UQ and help you to focus on your studies.
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      One of the world's most respected universities



Top 50 worldwide
#43 in QS World University Rankings 2024





    1  
Graduate employability
#1 in Queensland for graduate employability





Leading innovation
#37 for Performance Ranking of Scientific Papers for World Universities 2023





See more rankings and facts





    

  

  
    
      
            Steps toward reconciliation
    

We're working respectfully with, and learning from, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students, staff and communities to create a strong sense of belonging in an inclusive UQ.
Learn about reconciliation
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            $8 million Snow fellowship to predict disease risk
    

Landmark genetic research could allow doctors to accurately predict whether a patient is at risk of developing common diseases, decades before symptoms.
Read about the fellowship
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          Join us for an informative session covering everything for a successful start to your postgraduate study at The University of Queensland (UQ).
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            Ultrasound therapy shows promise as a treatment for Alzheimer’s disease
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            UQ Space makes successful landing at Australian Rover Challenge
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        UQ acknowledges the Traditional Owners and their custodianship of the lands on which UQ is situated. —
        Reconciliation at UQ
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